o Microphones
DSSC sells and service many difference type of microphones. Call today - 1-800-2421624.
USB Microphones:


Philips SpeechMike Air (Push and Slide Switch) - The Philips SpeechMike
3000/3010 Air is specifically designed to meet the tough challenges of
document-intensive professions. It represents the perfection of desktop
dictation, no longer restraining it by a cord. The pure, timeless design, its
outstanding ergonomics, and the sophisticated functionality in conjunction with
superb recording quality make it a milestone in professional dictation.



Philips SpeechMike III (Push and Slide Switch) - The professional
SpeechMike 3200/3210 USB microphone takes stationary dictation to a new
level. It delivers excellent speech recognition capabilities, an antimicrobial
surface for improved hygiene, and refined ergonomics for easy operation.



Philips SpeechMike Premium (Push and Slide Switch) - The SpeechMike
3500/3510 Premium takes dictation to a new level. May it be the free-floating
studio quality Precision Microphone, a microphone grille with optimized
structure, built-in noise-reduction pop filter, antimicrobial surface or the
world’s first motion sensor in a stationary digital dictation device – the
SpeechMike Premium sets the new standard.



Philips SpeechMike Premium Bar Code (Push and Slide Switch) - The
SpeechMike 3600/3610 Premium takes dictation to a new level. May it be the
free-floating studio quality Precision Microphone, a microphone grille with
optimized structure, built-in noise-reduction pop filter, antimicrobial surface or
the world’s first motion sensor in a stationary digital dictation device – the
SpeechMike Premium sets the new standard.



Gooseneck Microphone - The GN-USB is a uni-directional gooseneck
microphone with a flexible 18 inch neck so you can dictate clearly from any
angle. Its sturdy base keeps it in place and prevents it from tipping over. The
noise canceling ability will keep your dictation crisp and clean, even with lowlevel background noise.

Dictate Microphones:


Philips SpeechMike Air (Push and Slide Switch) - The Philips SpeechMike
3000/3010 Air is specifically designed to meet the tough challenges of
document-intensive professions. It represents the perfection of desktop
dictation, no longer restraining it by a cord. The pure, timeless design, its
outstanding ergonomics, and the sophisticated functionality in conjunction with
superb recording quality make it a milestone in professional dictation.



Philips SpeechMike III (Push and Slide Switch) - The professional
SpeechMike 3200/3210 USB microphone takes stationary dictation to a new
level. It delivers excellent speech recognition capabilities, an antimicrobial
surface for improved hygiene, and refined ergonomics for easy operation.



Lapel Microphone - Lapel microphone with clip to easily attach to your
clothing, Noise canceling, 3.5 mm mono plug



GN-USB Gooseneck Microphone - The GN-USB is a uni-directional gooseneck
microphone with a flexible 18 inch neck so you can dictate clearly from any
angle. Its sturdy base keeps it in place and prevents it from tipping over. The
noise canceling ability will keep your dictation crisp and clean, even with lowlevel background noise.



GN-3 Gooseneck Microphone - The GN-3 is a uni-directional gooseneck
microphone with a flexible 18 inch neck so you can dictating clearly from any
angle. Its sturdy base keeps it in place and prevents it from tipping over. The
noise canceling ability will keep your dictation crisp and clean, even with lowlevel background noise. It has a 3.5 mm stereo straight plug.



GN-113 Gooseneck Microphone - The GN-113 is a uni-directional gooseneck
microphone with a flexible 18 inch neck so you can dictating clearly from any
angle. Its sturdy base keeps it in place and prevents it from tipping over. The
noise canceling ability will keep your dictation crisp and clean, even with lowlevel background noise. It has a 3.5 mm mono straight plug.



HS-101R Microphone - 4-position slide switch control hand microphone, LED
record light, 3 function buttons, Replacement microphone for DAC DA-113/SM,
8 foot cord.

HS-122BM Microphone- 4-position slide switch control hand microphone with
built-in barcode scanner, replacement microphone for DAC DA-113/SB, 8 foot
cord

Conference Microphones:


DAC CM-1000 - This omni-directional conference microphone picks up clear
audio with a 360 degree range. Its rubber feet keep it in place and a 3.5 mm
female jack on the back of the microphone allows you to daisy-chain several CM1000s to ensure a wider range of coverage. It has a 3.5 mm stereo straight plug.



DAC CM-18 - The CM-18 is a cube conference microphone. It is small and easy to
carry, but yet can pick up clear audio from 10 feet away. It has a 3.5 mm mono
straight plug.



DAC CM-20 - The CM-20 is a cube conference microphone. It is small and easy to
carry, but yet can pick up clear audio from 10 feet away. It has a 2.5 mm mono
straight plug.

